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Executive summary  

 

This Community Consultation Report provides a summary of the community consultation carried 
out by Roads and Maritime Services to support the proposed upgrade of Elizabeth Bay Marina.  

The marina upgrade would improve safety and amenity for water users and the local community, 
providing: 

 A modern multipurpose marina to replace the current dilapidated structure  
 Improved facilities, security and safer water access for kayaks, paddleboards and other 

small vessels 
 Improved café facilities located at the end of the marina so users and visitors can enjoy 

views of the bay 
 Improved access, making the Marina compliant with the Disability Discrimination Act 1992.  
 

Roads and Maritime invited the community and stakeholders to provide feedback on the proposal 
and three preliminary concept designs for the new marina from 23 September to 16 October 2016.   
 
Consultation identified community views about the current facilities and their priorities for 
improvement. Information was provided about the opportunities and constraints of the proposal 
and all feedback was considered in the development of the preferred Concept Design 
 
Key issues raised by the community include total building height, retaining the natural look and feel 
of the marina, maintaining views to the bay, and parking availability should the upgrade attract 
more visitors to the marina. We have considered these issues in finalising the planning process 
and REF. 

The community also provided feedback on: 

 Removing coverage between the two buildings to allow tall boards through 

 Replacing the kayak ramp with stairs   

 New pump out berth location allowing easier access for 60ft yachts with small engines  

 Unisex toilets 

 Access to boats during construction 

 Noise pollution  

 
Conclusion 

The Contemporary option was favoured by the community. It had both the highest number of 
positive and the lowest number of negative comments. .  

There were four issues in particular that were raised by many community members that they didn’t 
like about the Contemporary option. These were the overall height of the building, the style and 
position of the kayak ramp, the use of glass and visibility through the structure and a perception of 
the design being too boxy and modern for the area.  

We will take these four issues into account when considering the new design, based on the 
Contemporary option.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Background  

The NSW Government is proposing to upgrade the Elizabeth Bay Marina to improve its 
functionality, amenity and safety for water users and the local community. The existing Marina 
structure is deteriorating and no longer meets current engineering and maritime safety standards 
and needs to be upgraded. 

Elizabeth Bay Marina is located next to the end of Ithaca Road, near Beare Park, Elizabeth Bay. 
The Marina has existed for over 100 years and is a popular place for boaters, kayakers, residents 
and tourists visiting the area. 

Over time the timber elements have deteriorated and Roads and Maritime is proposing to upgrade 
the marina to improve safety and amenity for water users and the local community. 

Three concept designs were developed by Roads and Maritime for the upgrade of the marina and 
initial feedback was sought from the community on these proposed designs. In all of the designs, 
there are no proposed changes to existing usage and the building footprint remains largely the 
same with changes to the floor plan to maximise use of space. 

Every effort was made to ensure the proposed marina provides modern facilities while respecting 
the character of the local area. 
 

A review of environmental factors (REF) has been prepared to assess the likely impacts of the 
proposal under Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979. Community and 
stakeholder consultation has formed part of the REF. 

 

1.2.  The proposal  
The proposal includes: 

 new modern multipurpose marina to replace the current dilapidated structure 

 Increasing the height of the marina floor by 80 centimetres to avoid flooding during storm 
events and king tides, providing more reliable operations. 

 Improved facilities for kayaks and other small vessels, including under cover storage to 
improve security and help prevent weathering, and safer water access. 

 An improved café and seating area, placed at the end of the marina so users and visitors 
can enjoy views of the bay. 

 New accessible toilet facilities and ramp access, making the marina compliant to Disability 
Discrimination Act 1992. 

 New locker facilities for marina users. 

 Number of berths increased to 13, size of berths increased and repositioned to deep water 
to avoid boats being at risk in low tides. 

 A new public destination berth for use by the wider maritime boating public. 

 Ecologically Sustainable Development features including solar panels, rainwater tanks, 
vertical garden and reuse of timber where possible. 

 Providing a new sewerage pump-out berth.  



 

 

 A Boating Destination Marina for boaters to use facilities and amenities, making their 
Sydney Harbour boating experience even more memorable. 

 

2. Consultation approach  

 

2.1. Consultation objectives 
 Identify the key stakeholders Roads and Maritime need to engage with throughout the project 

including, residents, businesses and any other stakeholders potentially affected by the 
proposal 

 Consult with key stakeholders and the community throughout the planning process including 
the concept design and REF phases, providing information and seeking feedback 

 Identify community and stakeholder concerns for consideration in the planning process 
 Ensure the community has appropriate methods to contact the project/communication teams 

for further information or questions about the project 
 

2.2. Values 
Our values underpin our decisions and behaviours when working with customers, colleagues, 
stakeholders and partners. 

 
 Customer focus - We place the customer at the centre of everything we do 

 Collaboration - We value each other and create better outcomes by working together 

 Solutions - We deliver sustainable and innovative solutions to NSW’s transport needs 

 Integrity - We take responsibility and communicate openly 

 Safety - We prioritise safety for our people and our customers. 
 

We consulted with the community during September and October 2016 to identify community 
views about the current facilities and their priorities for improvement. Information was provided 
about the opportunities and constraints of the proposal and three preliminary concept designs were 
displayed for comment.  

The feedback received during the consultation period was taken into consideration by Roads and 
Maritime and used to inform the preferred Concept Design and Review of Environmental Factors 
(REF).  

The determined REF will be displayed with opportunity for community and stakeholders to make 
submissions. Submissions will be considered and a submissions report prepared and determined. 

 

2.3. How consultation was done 
Community members and stakeholders were encouraged to provide their feedback, leave 
comments and make submissions at the information sessions or via mail, email or phone contact 
with the project team. Our key consultation tools are listed below: 

 

 



 

 

Table 1 
c  A community update was distributed to 7,500 local residents 

on 23 September 2016 

 200 Community updates were made available at the 
Marina/coffee shop 

Webpage   Project webpage updated in September 2016 with latest 
project information including community update newsletter 

Information sessions   Saturday 8 Oct, 10:30am – 2pm 

Location: Rex Centre King Cross, Rex Centre, Fitzroy 
Gardens, 58A MacLeay Street, Potts Point (entrance near 
Baroda Street) 

30 people visited (28 people signed in) 

 Tuesday 11 Oct, 5:00pm – 8:00pm 

Location: Rex Centre King Cross, Rex Centre, Fitzroy 
Gardens, 58A MacLeay Street, Potts Point (entrance near 
Baroda Street) 

33 people visited (27 signed in)  

Stakeholder briefings Formal face-to-face meetings were held with two residents that 
had specific concerns on the project and required clarification 
before rendering their comments. A third resident was consulted 
about noise monitoring and subsequently agreed to host the 
device. 

 

 

3. Consultation summary 

3.1. Overview  
 

During consultation in September and October 2016 – 169 submissions on the Elizabeth Bay 
Marina upgrade were received. Submissions were received through the following channels:  

- Online/paper survey: 127 

- Project email/information line: 27 

- In person at an information session: 15 

The structure of the consultation process was designed to encourage feedback from the 
community on each of the three concept designs, specifically on what aspects they do and don’t 
like about the option. This helped identify not only the communities preferred concept design, but 
also aspects to be further changed in response to the feedback.     

The three concept designs presented to the community for comment were:  

 Traditional Nautical   

 Contemporary     

 Maritime Heritage. 

 



 

 

The following Graph illustrates the quantity of positive and negative comments received for each 
concept design. The Contemporary design received the most amount of positive comments, and 
was the only option to receive more positive than negative comments. Both the Traditional Nautical 
and Maritime Heritage options attracted a more even balance of negative and positive comments.  

 

 

 

See appendix C for further details on the feedback received in relation to each design.  

Additional comments received during consultation include:  
  

 Berthing should be focused on smaller vessels, expensive boats are unlikely to be moored 
in such a dangerous marina (1.5m waves in a north easterly)   

 New pump out berth location, its hard for a 60ft yacht with a small engine  

 No roof in the middle allows holding up tall boards   

 Unisex toilets  

 Lighting on the inside corridor, rather than the outside  

 

Additional comments were received in relation to transport to and from the marina. This information 
was recorded and passed onto Transport for NSW.  

 

3.2. Summary  

During this initial stage of consultation, the community was invited to provide feedback on the three 
proposed concept designs. The community showed interest in each of the designs and 
appreciated the opportunity to get involved and provide feedback at the very early stages in the 
project.  

Key recommendations from the community were made in relation to retaining views to the water by 
including windows and open space and a number of comments highlighted the importance of using 
materials and coloring that reflect the natural elements of the marina.  

Particular support was shown towards the Contemporary design option which received more 
positive comments than the Maritime Heritage or Traditional Nautical option. The Contemporary 
design option received the highest ratio of positive to negative comments, with 110 positive 
comments and 53 negative comments submitted. Comments relating to aspects of the Maritime 
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Heritage or Traditional Nautical options tended to cancel each other out, with more negative than 
positive comments received for both of these options.   

Favoured aspects of the Contemporary design option included the flat roofline, crisp and clean 
appearance, use of non-reflective material, and keeping the marina similar to its current design. 
The use of solar panels and green walls were also favored aspects, seen as making the marina 
environmentally friendly and integrated with its surrounding.  

Desired changes for the Contemporary design included the use of more windows to increase the 
openness of the structure, as seen in other options. Comments were received in relation to the flat 
roofline providing an unattractive view from above, and the durability and maintenance of the wood 
paneling and green walls was questioned.   

A preference was identified across all options for the use of glass windows to allow views of the 
bay behind the marina. The covered walkway attracted 15 comments in favour, with two comments 
suggesting no cover to make it easier to carry paddle boards through the area.  

Another feature mentioned across all designs was the ramp descending into the water on the 
western side of the marina, with concerns that it would impose on the area where people and dogs 
swim and play in the shallow water. Kayak users felt it would be too steep and unsafe when 
slippery, and didn’t provide a suitable platform to get in and out of a kayak.  

The extension of the jetty and provision for larger boats to moor at the marina generated a total of 
46 comments, with 45 opposing the extension. Key concerns related to the impact on views, noise 
and environmental factors and, traffic and parking congestion (See appendix C, Table: 5 for further 
detail).  

 

3.3. Conclusion  
The Contemporary option was favoured by the community. It had both the highest number of 
positive and the lowest number of negative comments. .Based on the overwhelming support for 
this option, Roads and Maritime will progress this option to the next stage.  

There were four issues in particular that were raised by many community members that they didn’t 
like about the Contemporary option. These were: 

 The overall height of the building (respondents were keen for it to be as low as possible) 

 The style and position of the kayak ramp 

 The use of glass and visibility through the structure 

 The design was seen by about half the respondents as being too boxy and modern for the 
area. 

We will take these four issues into account when considering the new design, based on the 
Contemporary option.  

3.4. Next steps 
We have considered all submissions and will ensure our team is aware of concerns raised by the 
community. Next, we will develop the Contemporary option which will be modified where possible, 
to accommodate community concerns outlined in this report. Then there will be a Review of 
Environmental Factors (REF) which will present the amended design back to the community for 
comment. 

 

We will continue to keep the community informed of the project progress by:  

 Providing project updates at key points  



 

 

- Draft Response to Environment Factors  

- Final submissions report 

- Construction timing and temporary closure 

- Notifications during construction for night and early morning work   

- Reopening 

 Communications and updates via 

- Letterbox drop  

- Email/mail to key stakeholders 

- Register of interest 

- Project website 

- Construction notifications and door knocks 

 Details will be provided for contact with the project team throughout the project 

- 1800 number 

- Project email address 

- Project website.



 

 

Appendix  
 

A. Distribution map for community notification  
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B. Elizabeth Bay Marina - proposed concept designs  

Traditional Nautical  

 

 
Contemporary  
 

 

 
Maritime Heritage  

  



 

 

C.  Feedback received on each concept design   

 

Table: 2   Comments on the Traditional Nautical design  

Traditional Nautical concept 

Like   (5 people explicitly preferred this design) 

Category: Feature No. of comments   

Design Colour 8 

 Central, covered walkway   5 

 View to the bay from the parking area  5 

 Roof (clean lines) 15 

 Keeps within existing marina buildings 13 

 Sliding doors and open windows  7 

Total   53 

Dislike   (25  people explicitly disliked this design) 

Design Roof 4 

 Out of character (1960’s, boxy, dated, dark)  43 

 Colour  17 

 Too big  16 

 Walkway through the centre  5 

 Kayak ramp – vertical to the shore 1 

Total    86 

 

Table: 3   Comments on the Contemporary design 

Contemporary design concept  

Like (37 people explicitly preferred this design) 

Category: Feature  No. of comments  

  Design  Roofline (crisp and clean, vertical lines, similar to current, 
not reflective )  

17 

 Natural elements (wooden slats, colour, integrates with 
surroundings) 

46 

 Central, covered walkway  13 

 Shaded areas 7 

 Plants growing up the side of the building  14 

 Solar panels 10 

Cafe Upgrade  1 

Total    108 



 

 

Dislike (16 people explicitly disliked this design) 

Design  Not sympathetic to its surroundings, too modern, boxy 25 

 Flat roof (view from above) 6 

 Wood, plants will deteriorate quickly  3 

 Not distinctive enough 2 

 No greenery/shade at kiosk  1 

 Windows aren’t as open as other options  8 

Total    45 

 

Table: 4   Comments on the Maritime Heritage design 

Maritime Heritage concept 

Like (18 people explicitly preferred this design) 

Category: Comment No. of comments 

  Design  Sympathetic to surroundings (minimalist, colour, age 
well, not invasive) 

31 

 Copper roof 5 

 Central walkway  3 

 Glass windows (views, open, lighter)  8 

 The shape  2 

Total    49 

Dislike (21 people explicitly disliked this design) 

Design  Unsympathetic to surroundings (colour, overdeveloped, 
bulky)  

31 

 Roof (colour and size)  12 

 Building height  12 

 Not enough shade 3 

 Not enough glass  4 

Total    62 

   

  



 

 

Table: 5   General design comments   

General Design Comments   

Feature:  Comments: No. of comments 

 Kayak Ramp   Impedes on use of the beach area  17 

 Too steep and doesn’t provide suitable platform to get 
in and out of a kayak 

19 

Increased boat 
size and number 
of berths 

 Impacts views of the Marina 

 Increased noise  

 More oil in the water   

25 

Facilities  Kayaks and paddle boards don’t need additional 
storage   

3 

 No access for Dinghies  5 

 No after hour access 2 

 Brokerage doesn’t need to be located on site 4 

Traffic and 
parking 

More stress on parking from increased boat size and 
number of berths 

11 
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